
Homework 3 
Due Fri. January 30 

Read Lowrie Sections 2.3-2.4 
 
1) Derive and verify Lowrie Eq. 2.29 and 2.32.  First, consider a rock in the center of the Earth (point E 
Fig. 2.10, below).  The gravitational acceleration on the rock due to the moon is aL = Gm/rL

2, and equals 
the centripetal acceleration ac = 2d required to keep the rock in orbit with the Earth about the Earth-
Moon center of mass (i.e. point s).  Now consider point 4 below (or point B in Fig. 11a), which is on the 
surface of the Earth nearest the Moon.  If the Earth were perfectly rigid and there were no tides, point 4 
would also move in a circular orbit of radius d.  But in reality, because the gravitational pull from the 
Moon at point 4 does not equal the centripetal acceleration required to keep it rotating in a circle of radius 
d, the orbital radius of point 4 must change and this causes a tidal bulge.  Now show how the difference in 
centripetal and gravitations accelerations at point 4 can be expressed as 2.29.  Last, go through a similar 
line of reasoning to explain/verify Eq. 2.32 for point 2 (or A in Fig. 2.11a) on the far side of the Earth. 

 

2) You are in an airplane going due east above Honolulu (latitude = 21.3 N).  Your velocity is vE = 500 
m.p.h. (223 m/s) and your altitude above sea level is h= 10,000 m (32,808 ft).   
(a) Do you weigh more or less than you would sitting stationary at sea level (h=0) ?  Why? 
(b) Do you weigh more or less than you would if you were flying west at the same speed and elevation? 
 

3) (a) Use Matlab to plot the acceleration of gravity predicted by the International Reference Ellipsoid  
as a function of latitude from the south to the north pole, i.e., plot gn versus  in Eq. 2.56.  

(b) How much more/less does a person with a mass of 50 kg weigh in Manoa (latitude=21.3) 
compared to in London, UK (53N) (4.45 N = 1 lb) 

4) There are three main factors that cause gravity to vary with latitude.  What are they and in what sense 
(i.e., increase or decrease) does each factor change gravity as one moves from the equator to the north 
pole? 

 
5) (a) What is the geoid?  What is the reference ellipsoid?  How do they differ? 

 (b) What is the geoid anomaly?  Explain how a positive (or negative) anomaly arises.   
 


